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3-Way Adjustable Armrest� Fixed Armrest� 350 Studio Base
(Black) Aluminium Base�Synchronized Mechanism.

Tune, a multifunctional o�ce chair with
extreme looks and the ability to stand up to
today’s dynamic corporate life.�

TUNE provides superior ergonomics for
90% of the population, from user size in
between 150cm to 185cm.

TUNE is designed to meet ANSI/BIFMA X5.1
durability and chair dimension standards with 
 height adjustable back and
adjustable lumbar pressure to ensure
precise support for every spinal curve.

Headrest Backrest�

Lumbar Support Pad�

Armrest.

Chair Mechanism

Base

A sleek height adjustable headrest
with free-tilting support.

Lumbar support can be conveniently adjusted
by side knobs, without getting up from chair,
to customize the exact support for various
spinal shapes. Moveable range: 20mm..

Standard YM synchronized mechanism
features 3-position tilt lock, pneumatic
seat height and auto weight-sensing tilt
tension.
Seat is adjustable for 100mm height range.
Diecast aluminum alloy and steel material
(100% recyclable) in black colour.

A breathable polyester mesh suspension
allows for improved ventilation, to provide
exceptional thermal comfort. The height
of the backframe can be easily adjusted by
lifting the frame to the desired position.
Adjustable range: 105mm .

3-way adjustable armrest. The height of
the armrest can be easily adjusted by just
lifting the armrests to suit the user’s desk
or body type. The armpad can be moved
forward or backward. It also swivels into
3 angular positions, allowing the user to
rest their arms easily. 

Standard base is moulded of polypropylene
in black colour. 50mm dual-wheels castor of
moulded polyamide (Nylon).
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